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The University of Santiago de Compostela (from now on USC) in collaboration
with MeteoGalicia are involved in the development of a regional oceanographic
forecast system for the Galician Coast (NW-Spain) to provide forecasts on
currents, water temperature, salinity and sea level. Wave models have been
improved in order to achieve enough resolution inside the Rias Gallegas.
Meteorological models are also in constant development and they play a crucial
role forcing those models.
PA1.- Conceptual Model
A brief description of the models was done. MM5, WRF, SWAN description
was done.
PA2.- Real time supply of GCM and regional data
Inside EASY framework, USC in collaboration with MeteoGalicia are
publishing operationally numerical meteorological models outputs in the ftpsite (ftp.meteogalicia.es). NetCDF format is used for both, ARPS, MM5 models
and also for the superficial fields of GFS global meteorological model.
PA3.- Improvement of GCM
It depends on Mercator.
PA4.- Implementation of the Regional Circulation model
It depends on IST.
PA5.- Implementation of the Regional Wave model
A wave forecasting system based on the third generation model
WAVEWATCH III (WW3) was developed by USC in collaboration with
MeteoGalicia. WW3 model is a third generation wave model originally
developed at Marine Modelling and Analysis Branch (MMAB) at the National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NOAA/NCEP) in the spirit of the WAM
model. WW3 is a phase-averaging model that solves the spectral action density
balance equation for wavenumber-direction spectra. The governing equations
include refraction of the wave field due to temporal and spatial variations of the
mean water depth and the mean current. Source-sink terms include wind wave
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growth and decay, nonlinear interactions, dissipation (`whitecapping') and
bottom friction. The physics included in WW3 model do not cover conditions
where the waves are severely depth-limited, and it is not able to simulate
physical processes within the surf zone. In some aspects, WW3 model is more
efficient than WAM; for example, the use of a third-order numerical
propagation scheme prevents the numerical diffusion of swell as it happens in
many WAM cases.
Although WW3 use is limited to deep waters, the continental shelf at Galician
coast is narrow enough to achieve a wave forecast at locations close to the
Galician coast and with high resolution. For this reason, SWAN model nested
WW3 it is been developing in to high resolution areas in Galician coast.
WW3 provides both, regional and deep ocean wave forecasts for the next 96hours, and they are daily available for the weather forecasters and general
public on the Galician regional forecast Web site (http://www.meteogalicia.es).
It is not possible to build a self-contained wave forecasting system for Galician
coast without covering at least wide areas of North Atlantic Ocean. For this
purpose, a three level one-way nesting was developed (Figure 5.1). First model
grid covers North Atlantic Ocean from 90º W to 5º E and 15º to 75º N at 0.5º
degrees resolution, which is enough to solve pressure centres causing swell
events that cannot be solved within regional model grids. Intermediate model
grid covers Iberian margin from 24º W to 0º W and from 33º N to 48º N at an
intermediate resolution of 15’ degree. Spectral boundary conditions are
supplied by the 0.5º degree resolution North Atlantic coarser grid. Finally, a
regional grid covering Galician coast from 10.75º W to 6º W and 41º N to 44.75º
N downscaling to 2.5’ minutes resolution was used. Table shows the main
characteristics of each model grid.
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Specification
Wind forcing
Grid spacing
Northern limit
Southern limit
Western limit
Eastern limit
Lowest frequency
Frequency factor
nº directions
nº frequencies
Δt spatial propagation
Δt intraspectral
Δt source terms

North Atlantic Ocean
GFS 0.5º
0.5 º
75º N
15º N
90º W
5º E
0.0418 Hz
1.1
24
25
900 s
3600 s
300 s

Iberian Margin
GFS 0.5º
15’
48º N
33º N
24º W
0º W
0.0418 Hz
1.1
24
25
700 s
3600 s
300 s

Galician Coast
GFS 0.5º
2.5’
44.75º N
41º N
10.75º W
6º W
0.0418 Hz
1.1
24
25
180 s
1800 s
180 s

Table 5.1: Main configurations of WAVEWATCH III model for each grid.

Figure 5.1: Snapshot of significant wave height Hs (background colour)
and mean wave direction Dirm (arrows) for three nested models.

WW3 are running two forecasting cycles per day, and use GFS wind data as
forcing.
To achieve the best possible initial condition using GFS 10m wind data, the
initial condition of the previous cycle run is propagated 12 hours. In other
words, at 00Z cycle run, a nowcast is generated using previous 12Z cycle run
initial condition, and 12h wind data from 12Z, 18Z and 00Z GFS cycles as it is
shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Scheme of a 00Z model run. First 12h GFS winds are used to obtain a 00Z
wave model initial condition. Black circles show GFS model analyses and big grey
circles show 3h forecast of previous GFS model cycle run.

PA6.- Implementation of Local Atmospheric models
Two different high resolution numerical weather prediction systems, ARPS and
MM5, have been used during the last five years for both operational and
research purposes in USC – MeteoGalicia. Both models run twice a day with a 4
days forecast horizon.
The Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS) was jointly developed at the
University of Oklahoma and at the Center for Analysis and Prediction of
Storms (CAPS). It is a non-hydrostatic atmospheric model and it uses a
generalized terrain following coordinate system defined for a compressible
atmosphere. ARPS solves prognostic equations for the x, y and z components of
the Cartesian velocity, the potential temperature, pressure, and the six
categories of water substance (water vapor, cloud water, rainwater, cloud ice,
snow and hail). The continuous equations are numerically solved using finite
difference methods on an Arakawa-C grid. The model runs in three grids
covering southwest Europe in a one-way nesting. The coarser grid has a 54 km
horizontal resolution, the intermediate grid has a 18 km resolution, covering all
Iberian Peninsula and the finer one covers Galicia with 6 km of horizontal
resolution. An optimal interpolation equivalent data assimilation scheme
named ADAS (ARPS Data Assimilation Scheme) was implemented in ARPS
model over a 6-hour assimilation cycle.
The non-hydrostatic Penn State University/National Center of Atmospheric
Research 5th generation Mesoscale Model (MM5) version 3 was also used. MM5
is also a fully non-hydrostatic model resolving an equivalent set of equations in
a -pressure terrain following vertical coordinate system. In this case, a coarse
grid with 30 km of horizontal resolution covering a similar area than ARPS’s
coarser grid is resolved feeding, in a two-way nesting, finer grid which covers
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the same area, but with 10 km resolution, than ARPS’s higher resolution inner
grid.
Initial and boundary conditions each 3 hours are routinely obtained from NCEP
GFS at 0.5º of horizontal resolution.
At this moment, WRF model (Weather Research & Forecasting Model) is testing
in order to improve our forecast results. First comparison against MM5 and
ARPS, show us an increase in the skill of the forecasts.
Inside EASY Project, WRF model will be operational at the USC in collaboration
with MeteoGalicia, not only for the weather forecasters, also to force
hydrodynamic models in the Rias. For this purpose a high resolution WRF
model (1-2 km resolution) will be execute near the coast nested to operational
solution for whole Galicia Region at 4-5 km resolution.
First tests at high resolution shows a big different wind behavior inside the Rias
than open ocean (Figure 6.3)

Figure 6.3: High resolution wind field inside a Galicia Ría.
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PA7.- Implementation of Local Wave Models
A coastal wave forecasting system nested on WW3 model was developed by
USC in collaboration with MeteoGalicia using SWAN (Simulating WAves
Nearshore) model.
This model is run operationally once a day using ARPS 6 km resolution forecast
as wind forcing.
A complete validation of the system will be made inside EASY Project and also
further improves will be introduce in the system. The use of WRF 1-2 km
resolution wind forcing will permit us a better definition of local wind and
therefore a better definition of local waves.

Figure 7.1: SWAN model wave forecast with 500 meters of resolution in Galician Rías.

PA8.- Implementation of the Local circulation Models
USC – MeteoGalicia – Intecmar Operational Coastal Forecast system is based on
MOHID hydrodynamic model. The MOHID model has been originally
developed by the MARETEC Group of the Instituto Superior Técnico (IST,
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Technical University of Lisbon, Portugal). This model has shown its ability to
simulate complex coastal and estuarine flows (Coelho et al., 2002), not only in
barotropic way, as in baroclinic (Further information: www.mohid.com).
The system is forced with meteorological data provided by one of the
operational forecast systems of USC – MeteoGalicia (MM5 model).
Model salinity and temperature fields along the open boundary are relaxed at
all depth to regional models data (0.05º) from ESEOAT application (run at
Puertos del Estado) and from PSY2v1 application run at Mercator-Océan.
Temperature and Salinity initial fields are also obtain from these applications.
Therefore, the operational scheme is designed to use two different ocean OBC
and IC source giving robustness to the system.
With the aim of defining the mayor hydrodynamic processes in the Galicia
Coast and inside the Rias, several spatial scales have been defined in our
operational application (Fig.8.1):

Figure 8.1: USC – MeteoGalicia – Intecmar operational application takes into account
three different scales: Galicia Scale, a finer coastal scale (0.02º), and inside Rías scale.
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A coarse resolution grid covering the Galician coast - This scale was actually
defined strictly due to modelling reasons, namely tide simulation and nesting to
global or regional models.
Three more detailed nested domains Rias Baixas, Golfo Artabro and Mariña
Lucense scale (0.02º of resolution) – This scale is representative of
hydrodynamic processes occurring at the continental shelf such as upwelling
and downwelling phenomena, Poleward current and salinity fronts.
A Ría scale (500 m of resolution). This scale permits a more detail simulation of
the estuarine circulation and the interaction with the open sea at the Rias’s
mouths. This scale is also run operationally every day, and a relocatable domain
will set-up where a more resolution will be needed in emergency situations.
We are doing now a lot of efforts in order to improve the results of the complete
system, focusing in high resolution domains. Salinity and temperature fields
inside the Rias are very sensitive, due to fisheries and aquaculture activities
inside them.
The bathymetries used were made without any type of filtering, using as source
of bathymetries ETOPO with 2 min of arc of resolution and data from local
nautical charts to correct near coast zones. In all the domains, it was assumed a
Cartesian (z-level) discretization of 35 layers. The Z-level system presents the
advantage of allowing a high resolution at surface layers over deep waters.
The harmonic tidal constituents for MOHID have been provided by the global
tidal solution model FES2004 and FES95 (Le Provost et al. 1998). Tidal forcing is
introduced at the open boundary of the coarse spatial resolution domain,
prescribing elevations and transports through depth mean velocity determined
from 27 tidal constituents. It has to do with the fact that global tide solution
models are more accurate when applied far from the coast.
Freshwater input from main rivers has been included as forcing in MOHID
model. Monthly mean discharge data from gauge station have been provided
by Aguas de Galicia. Most of the stations where we have mean discharge data
are not located at the mouth of the rivers; therefore a weight factor has been
used to extrapolate these inland data to their respective river mouth locations.
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Spin-up
For the spin-up procedure a methodology based on a slow connection of the
forces was implemented (Slow Start). This methodology consists in defining an
initial condition where salinity and temperature initial fields are interpolated
from Mercator-Ocean or ESEOAT solution and null velocity field is assumed,
and sea level field with a null gradient is also considered. A coefficient that
varies linearly between 0 and 1 along the “connection” period of 5 days is
multiplied by the baroclinic force and wind stress. Because the forces are slowly
connected, the velocity reference solution of the open boundary needs also to be
slowly connected. The nudging term in the momentum equation is multiplied
by a lineal coefficient. In this way, the velocity field near the boundary also
converges slowly to the reference solution. The nudging term in the momentum
equation is a force proportional to the inverse of the decay time. This force
makes the model velocities converge to the reference velocity field.
Run Scheme
The operational scheme is composed by a preliminary spin-up of seven days
hindcast in order to get suitable initial conditions. After that, the model is run
for three days forecast. This simulation cycle is repeated daily.

Figure 8.2: Operational Scheme. MOHID application is run daily
at USC – MeteoGalicia.

First model verifications are currently been performed against Puertos del
Estado buoys along Galician coast (Figure 8.3)
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Figure 8.3: Surface current velocity in Bares Buoy.

Besides, a specific tool, called MarGis Tool, was developed by Intecmar with the
aim of merging the outputs of the meteorological, oceanographic and also
particle tracking models into a Geographical Information System (GIS).

Figure 8.4: MarGIS was developed under EROCIPS project (INTERREG IIIB)
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MarGIS tool is an extension built in ArcGIS 9.0 and allows easily to insert input
data with different formats (HDF5, NetCDF CF 1.0. & ASCII). In order to
recognise the different used fields by the models and different output formats
of available models, MarGIS Tool search through a sort of templates describing
the output configuration. These templates are writing in XML. It means an
adaptable and easy use. Besides, MarGIS Tool has built in Arc Tracking analysis
extension, therefore, it is allow to create animations with the outputs of the
models.
This tool allows to draw up risk maps, or make a georeferencied queries with
other information layers, as affected councils, menaced fisheries organizations,
etc (Figure 8.5).

Figure 8.5: MarGIS allows for make georeferencied queries: Map with a query mixing
model outputs and information from councils.

MarGis tool was made inside INTERREG IIIB EROCIPS Project, but it is under
development yet. Inside EASY Project, MarGis will be use as a Web Tool in
order to show a lot of information in an interactive way and also developing
new facilities.
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Improvements in local circulation models
During Vigo exercise, high resolution model results will be validated against
profiles from CTD campaign.

Figure 8.6: CTD Profiles inside the Ría de Vigo.

The validation results showed a good agreement with the observed salinity
field. Not only in surface data, also in depth. In next figure, a comparison of
both profiles is shown in different points of the Ría.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison between salinity model results (black dots)
and CTD data (solid line)

The skill of the model to simulate salinity profiles has been probed in figures
above. Nevertheless, we found a disagreement in temperature profiles.
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Figure 8.8: Temperature (right) and salinity (left) profile.

In order to try to improve temperature results, a light transmission was
included in the simulations.

Figure 8.9: Temperature profile adjustments.
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Red line in the above figure represents the POLCOMS solution (boundary
condition of MOHID model). Blue line represents operational solution and
brown line represents the solution considering the light transmission. It can be
seen in the figure, the last one has the most skilful performance.
We are still working in improve these results.
Use of Mercator data
In order to make more robust our operational set up, a comparison between
MOHID results forced by ESEOAT and Mercator was made.
Below, a satellite image of sea surface temperature (SST) for 00 UTC of
06/09/2007 is shown.

Figure 8.10: Sea surface temperature from satellite. 2007/09/06 00 UTC.

Both models start September 6th, and sea surface temperature initialization are
quite different. Initialization from Mercator model is more similar to satellite
data probably due to the use of data assimilation in Mercator model.
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Figure 8.11: SST of MOHID using ESEOAT data (right) and Mercator data (left).

A comparison against satellite image and data buoys was made during next 6
days. Satellite image of September 11th, show a better agreement of MOHID
forced by ESEOAT solution near of Rias Baixas (Atlantic coast), but general
behaviour of SST is quite similar in both results.

Figure 8.12: Sea surface temperature from satellite. 2007/09/11 12 UTC.
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Figure 8.13: SST of MOHID using ESEOAT data (right) and Mercator data (left).
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Figure 8.14: Comparison in two different buoys in Galicia coast. Blue line is MOHID
with Mercator forcing and pink line with ESEOAT solution.

Results in Bares buoy, in the north part of Galicia, are quite similar in both
simulations, and also similar to data buoy.
However, in Silleiro buoy, both solutions are over-estimated, with better results
using ESEOAT data as MOHID forcing. But, as we could see in satellite image
and both MOHID 2D temperature field, the solution forced by Mercator has a
more realistic behaviour.
We are doing now a more comprehensive comparison, including a longer
verification period.
PA9.- Validation of models
All of the USC – MeteoGalicia – Intecmar models are under constant
verification. In the next figures we show an example of different validations of
the models against real data.
Figure 9.1 show a 4 years grid comparison of ARPS and MM5 wind model
forecast (speed and direction) against QuickScat measurements. Table 9.1 also
shows another comparison of wind models. In this case, this validation was
made against Puertos del Estado buoys around Galician coast
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Figure 9.1: ARPS and MM5 model verification against QuickScat measures.

Wind Speed (m·s-1)
Mean Error
RMSE

Wind Direction (degrees)
Mean Error
RMSE

N

Quik

ARPS

MM5

Quik

ARPS

MM5

Quik

ARPS

MM5

Quik

ARPS

MM5

Avg

3242

1.4

0.4

0.7

2.6

2.1

2.2

-0.9

-4.0

2.1

52.4

49.2

48.2

EB

903

1.5

0.6

1.0

2.8

2.2

2.5

-4.5

-6.6

-0.4

45.5

40.2

39.9

VS

1136

1.4

0.1

0.4

2.6

1.9

1.9

-0.8

-3.2

2.5

45.8

43.0

41.5

CS

1203

1.2

0.4

0.7

2.5

2.2

2.1

1.6

-2.9

3.6

62.2

59.7

58.6

Table 9.1: Statistical scores comparing QuikSCAT, ARPS and MM5 with each buoy
(Estaca de Bares -EB-, Vilán-Sisargas -VS- and Silleiro -CS-). The averaging scores are
denoted by Avg, and column labelled as “N” shows number of data used in each
calculation.
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It can be seen in next figures a validation of WW3 model against buoy data for a
5 months period of 2006. Figures 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 show this comparison in Bares
Buoy, northernmost part of Galicia.
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Figure 9.2: Significant Height comparison between WW3 and buoy data during 5
months of 2006.
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Figure 9.3: Peak Period comparison between WW3 and buoy data during 5 months of
2006.
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Figure 9.4: Peak Direction comparison between WW3 and buoy data during 5 months
of 2006.

Next table show a statistical comparison for whole 2006 year in the three buoys.

BIAS
Hs (m) MAE
RMSE
BIAS
Tp (s)
MAE
RMSE
MAE
Dirp (º) RMSE

Bares
0.205
0.327
0.427
-0.256
1.215
1.783
32.886
77.883

Vilano
0.123
0.318
0.427
-0.186
1.235
1.806
37.188
83.323

Silleiro
0.067
0.308
0.414
-0.260
1.136
1.705
17.816
40.490

Avg
0.126
0.317
0.422
-0.234
1.192
1.762
28.701
68.610

Table 9.2: Statistical analysis errors against Puertos del Estado buoys
Inside EASY Project, a complete oceanographic network is projected to install, by USC
– MeteoGalicia – Intecmar in the Ria de Vigo.
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Figure 9.6: Oceanographic network inside Ria de Vigo.

Two single moorings of CTD’s (Conductivity, Temperature and Depth) sensors
will be installed in the Ria. One of them will be deploy near of the river basin in
order to known properly the salinity of the fresh water discharge. Another
mooring will be deploy in the south border of the outer part of the Ría. It will
permit to describe the inputs of fresh water through the South Mouth of the Ria
and coming from Miño river.
A complete buoy, with meteorological and oceanographic measurements, will
be installed in a representative place of the wind and currents general
behaviour.
This network will permit us to make a full verification of high resolution
models inside the Ría.
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PA10.- Bidirectional interface for Endusers
This Pilot Action hasn’t started yet.
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